EU LIMIT SETTING PROCESS IN BRIEF

**STEP 1**
Substances identified for SCOEL to evaluate

**STEP 2**
Dossier and scientific evaluation by SCOEL

**STEP 3**
SCOELSUM document circulated by DGEmp for 6 month consultation.

**STEP 4**
SCOEL adapts recommendation as necessary. Final rec. published by DGEMP.

**STEP 5**
DG Emp publishes draft IOELV Directive

**STEP 6**
AHG discusses draft IOELV Directive

**STEP 7**
AHG prepares draft Opinion for LAC

**STEP 8**
LAC adopts AHG draft Opinion and forwards to Commission

**STEP 9**
DGEmp revises draft Directive and submits to TPC for vote

**STEP 10**
TPC vote to accept DGEmp Draft Directive

**STEP 11**
Commission interservice consultation

**STEP 12**
Final agreed Directive published in OJ.

**STEP 13**
Member States to implement.